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SUGGESTED TEACHING' ST2QUEFCE

The games and activities in Drama, Composition, and Language that
make up most of the contents of this first volume of the curriculum foo
1-2 are intended to be used whenever you think your children are ready .)r
them or whenever an opportunity arises that would lead easily and nfltuntlly
into one of the games or activities. In other words, although some of the
games and activities are simpler and others more complex, although some
require an elementary reading ability and others do not, they are not organiz-
ed in a definite sequence, nor do we suggest that one is needed. Many of the
games, in fact, can be played over and over throughout the year by individual
children or groups of children.

The poems in the second volume of this series and the stories in the third
have not been arranged in a definite sequence either, but in this case it has
seemed wise to suggest a possible way of organizing the poems and stories
through the school year as an aid to the teacher. There is nothing inevitable
about the order suggested, and you should feel free to work out a different
sequence of your own suited to the needs and interests of your class, or to
vary the suggested plan as you see fit. In the suggested schedule that follows,
we have starred 0) those lessons that pertain to certain seasons of the year
or certain holidays and ought if possible to be used at the time indicated.

Some of the Literature lessons are accompanied by a Drama, a Compo-
sition, or a Language lesson. When this happens, this outline will indicate
the fact by adding Dr (Drama), Co (Compcm;ition), or La (Language) following
the title of the poem or story around which the Literature lesson is built.

Most of the lessons for these two years call only for oral responses from
the children. When a lesson requires writing by .the children, a small (w)
after the title in this outline will let you know.
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THE LANGUAGE STRAND

Teaching About Language

There are two kinds of language instruction. The goal of one is to
develop skill in using language. The goal of the other is to teach some-
thing about language. These two kinds of instruction are intertwined in
much of this elementary English curriculum. Though they are related, a
teacher should be aware of the differences because of the differences in
what to expect from each and the techniques of teaching. Thu differences
in the two are related to what linguists call linguistic competence and
linguistic performance.

As linguists use the term, linguistic competence refers to the inter-
nalized knowledge of the rules of language that enables any normal human
being, no matter what his background or culture, to produce utterances in
his language and to understand the utterances of others. It is what we
acquire in the first few years of life as we learn our native language.
It is probably not possible to actually teach this kind of competence. In

fact, it is impossible to provent a normal human being from acquiring it.
How this happens isntt very well understood yet, but it seems clear that
we unconsciously acquire a whole set of rules for producing sentences.
By the time a child comes to school he has acquired a substantial part of
this body of rules that govern his use of language. He can think and
talk in sentences, many of them quite complex. He can make statements,
both affirmative and negative, can ask questions and give commands. He
can combine simple sentences into more complex ones. He of course does
this without being aware of what he is doing.

Linguistic performance has to do with how a person uses his inter-
nalized knowledge of the language. Performance varies from person to
person, and each of us has different levels of performance at different
times, depending upon such things as time, situation, our physical well-
being, and state of mind. Language instruction in spelling, writing, and
the effective use of language is really concerned with performance. Both
composition and literature are concerned with the uses of language--with
performance.

Th9 other kind of language instruction--teaching about language--is
more concerned with linguistic competence than with performance. Its
goals are primarily:

1. To make the child aware of language and what he is able
to do with it.

2. To help him understand something about what language is
and how it works.



3. To develop in him an interest in and curiosity about
language and a sense of confidence in his own ability to
use it.

what does it mean, to teach about language? When we make a child
conscious of what a sentence is we are teaching him about language. If
we make him conscious that some sentences are statements and soma are
questions, we are teaching him about language. When we make him conscious
that if we give him a statement he can turn it into a question, we are
showing him something about his own linguistic competence. This isn't
something someone has to teach him. He already knows how to do it--and
many, many other things. When you make him conscious that as a human
being he can use language and can do many things, because he can use it,
that aniiilals can't, we are teaching him about language. We are teaching
him about language when we help him realize that he can use language to
get what he wants; to communicate with peJple far away; and to tell
people where, when, and what. And we are teaching about language when
we teach him that language has sounds and parts that go together in a
certain way, which he is already aware of, and that words have many kinds
of meaning.

The language strand in this curriculum is not concerned so much with
the uses of language as with the nature of language itself as a uniquely
human phenomenon. (Other parts of the curriculum are concerned primarily
with the uses of language.) This approach to language study is based on
several convictions: 1) that language is such an important part of human
existence that it is worthwhile for humans to understand something about
it; 2) that elementary school children have already acquired the complex
set of rules that enables them to use their language: though they are not
aware of what they know; 3) that the purpose of language study in the
school should be to help children become aware of what they know about
and can do with language; and 4) that such an awareness is of interest to
children because it helps them to appreciate and understand something
about themselves. Throughout the curriculum, we emphasize what the child
already knows and can understand about himself. Indirectly, developing
an attitude of appreciation for and interest in language should carry
over to the lessons in other parts of the curriculum where students are
concerned with the uses of language.

The language lessons in this curriculum incorporate a number of the
concepts and principles and some of the information which have been made
available by modern linguistic study. These concepts are developed at
different levels in different years, thus reflecting the philosophy of
Jerome Bruner that children can understand the basic principles of any
discipline if the principles are presented at a simple and unsophisticated
level. The lessons for grades 3-6 are organized into separate but related
units, each of which develops one of the concepts about language. The

curriculum for grades 1 and 2, although it is intended to be unstructured,
provides a background of understanding that the curriculum of the higher
grades can build on. The concepts, as they are developed in grades 3-6,
are discussed in the following paragraphs.



1. Lamaze is an internalized human systgm. All living creatures
have some means of communicating with other creatures of their own species.
These means range from simple tactile signals by which one-celled crea-
tures attract others of the same species, to the complex system of the
social insects and of man. Man ccmmunicates by means of human language.
Though language is not man's only means of communication it is the most
complex, and other means are related to language and can be interpreted
by language. Human language shares some of the characteristics of the
communication systems of the lower animals. Like them, it makes use of
arbitrary symbols that are used in a predictable way, that is, according
to rules. Each species of creature has its own system. Some systems
are quite limited in the messages that can be produced. The human system
is organized in such a way that an infinite number of messages (sentences)
are possible. This is one of the characteristics of the language of
humans that is shared by almost no other species.

In most systems, the creatures using the system can both produce
messages and understand messages being produced by other members of the
species. Humans are both hearers and speakers of the language. But the
one characteristic of human language which, as far as we know, is peculiar
to the human system is that humans need no immediate stimuli to trigger
the use of language. Man can communicate about what happened long ago
and far away; he can use his language to communicate about what may never
happen as well as about abstract ideas. This characteristic is undoubtedly
related to his ability to develop a complex civilization and to the nature
of the human mind itself. So the study of language helps us know some-
thing about ourselves.

The lessons in the first two units of the third and fourth grade,
"Human Language" and "Communication Systems," and the first unit in the
fifth and sixth grade language curriculum are concerned with this concept
of language. They attempt to do two things: 1) by comparing human lan-
guage with animal systems of communication, they attempt to make students
aware of how human language differs from animal systems and how it en-
ables human beings to do many things that animals cannot do; and 2) by
examining various systems, the lessons try to make students aware that
language is a system which they already have and can use.

2. The system consists of a set of rules. The third unit of the
third and fourth grade curriculum, "You Already Know It," and the second
unit of the fifth and sixth grade curriculum, "How Sentences Are Made,"
are concerned with the nature of the system, that is, with the actual
structure of sentences and how they are put together. This is the area
of language study commonly referred to as grammar, and it is important
that we now define this term as it is used in connection with this cur-
riculum. Many people believe that there is a "correct" and an "incorrect"
way to use language, and that grammar is what tells us which is which.
For thy, that which they consider correct is grammatical and that which
is incorrect is ungrammatical. Voreover, they believe that correctness
refers to the forms preferred by the speakrs of "standard English," al-



though the forms of standard English vary greatly from place to place
and person to person.

The term grammar as it is used in modern linguistic study, however,
refers not to a standard of correctness imposed from without but to the
internalized rules which speakers of a language follow in producing and
understanding the sentences of their language, and to a description of
these rules. A sentence is grammatical, according to this definition, if
it has been produced according to the rules of the system. It is ungram-
matical if it has not. Thus

and

I ain't got no pencil.

I don't have any pencil.

are both English sentences produced by rules of the language. One of the
sentences is preferred by one set of speakers of English, and the other
by another. But both sentences belong to the language, and both have
been produced by the internalized rules of the speakers. They simply
represent two different varieties of English. On the other hand,

have don't no pencil I

has not been prcduced by any rules of English and would be used by no
speakers of English. It is a completely ungrammatical group of words.
A study of grammar, then, is concerned with describing the actual system
that is language.

This elementary school curriculum does not concentrate on the rules
of grammar nor cn grammar as a formal system. Rather, it is concerned
with developing some concepts and making students familiar with some
terminology that will prepare them for a more detailed study of grammar
in later years. It might be called a pre-grammar curriculum.

One of the concepts developed in this language curriculum is that
sentences are made up of parts within parts within parts. Students are
made aware that they already subconsciously recognize the differences
between the various parts of sentences and know how to put them together.
After they have identified some of the parts--not by definitionor by name,
but by seeing how they behave in sentences--they learn what the parts are
called: nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, etc.

Students also discover that they know how to combine sentences and
to change sentences around according to grammatical rules. They can make
questions out of affirmative sentences and affirmative sentences out of
questions, passives out of actives and actives out of passives. They know
how to make sentences negative. They know how to make relative clauses,
without knowing what a relative clause is. The emphasis throughout is in



showing students what they already know about language and are doing with
it all the time, not ju-t in the classroom. This kind of awareness is
sound preparation for the specific study of grammar in the junior high
school years.

In the language curriculum we make no sustained attempt to impose a
particular variety of English. This is not to say that it is unimportant
for students to become aware of the differences between the usage preferred
by educated speakers of English and the forms these speakers avoid. It

is to say that we do not believe one can impose a different variety of
English merely by setting up a list of "do's" and "don'ts" in the class-
room. It is our conviction, based on much evidence in linguistic re-
search, that people do not change their patterns of usage until it be-
comes expedient for them to do so, and that this normally doesn't happen
in the elementary school years. On the other hand, if we make young
children overly anxious about whether they are saying the "correct" thing
or not, we can inhibit their free use of language, and it is this free
use that we want to emphasize in these early years. Once students have
learned to express themselves both in writing and in speaking with ease
and fluency, they can be held increasingly, through the six years of
junior and senior high school, to the requirements of educated usage, as
they are to other conventions of the adult world.

3. ?lords are the building blocks of language. Although teachers of
English language arts should be aware that words themselves can be broken
down into smaller units (usually called morphemes), it is not inaccurate
to think of them as the building blocks of language. The units on words
in this curriculum, called 'Tun With Words" in the third and fourth grades
and simply "Words" in the fifth and sixth, are concerned with showing
students all the various things they already know about words: that they
are pronounced, they have various kinds of meanings, and they have dif-
ferent functions in the sentences of the language. In the fifth and sixth
grade curriculum and in a few lessons in the third and fourth, students
learn something about the history of words and how they have entered the
language. At each level there are sections on using the dictionary. Over-
all, the units are intended to make students curious about words; con-
scious of the way they use them; and proud of their individual stock of
words (their word bank), which they are encouraged to increase.

4 Lamuage is gradually changing. As long as language is used it
will change. The process is usually so gradual that we are not aware of
it, but because of what we know about how language has changed in the past
we can he certain that it is changing right now. Over a long period of
time the changes are quite regular, though they may seem isolated and un-
related at any given moment in history. We don't know what causes many
of the changes, particularly changes in pronunciation and grammar, but
we do know that certain events in history have had an effect on language.
English is different from other languages because of various historical
events. One was the coming of the Germanic tribes, the Angles and Saxons
and Jutes, to the British Isles, where they were isolated from the speakers
of dialects of the language. Another was the invasion of England by the



French-speaking Normans, who ruled it for several centuries, leaving a
mark on the language.

In Language V and VI the section on language change, called "Lan-
guage History," attempts only to make students conscious of language
changes by letting them see and hear English in various stages of its
development and by telling them about some of the historical events that
have had an effect on the language that they speak today. There is no
unit on language history as such in the third and fourth grade curriculum.
Instead, students are briefly introduced, in the unit called "Flan With
Words," to the fact that words have a history.

5. Language has great variety. Because language is constantly
changing and because of the great variety of factors which affect language,
it is inevitable that languages vary from place to place and time to time.
Even individual speakers of the same language vary greatly in the lan-

guage they use. People who belong to the same speech community, that is,
who live close together and speak the same variety of a language, are
said to speak a dialect of the language. Each of us speaks a dialect
of English, for example. No one dialect is any better intrinsically than
any other. It is just different. Dialects vary in pronunciation, gram-
matical structure, and vocabulary. In addition to the variation among
dialects, within any one dialect there are variations in style which de-
pend on the occasion and the purpose for which we are speaking. We are,

for example, more formal with some people thin with others, and more
formal on some occasions than on others.

The purpose of the lessons in the unit called "Variation in Lan-
guage" in the third and fourth grade curriculum and "Variation" in the
fifth and sixth grades is to help students understand 1) that variations
and differences exist in languages as in other things (we don't all look
alike, dress alike, act alike); and 2) that such differences are natural
and inevitable. The intent is to develop an attitude of tolerance for
individual differences, in language as in other things, and also to help
students become aware of some of the kinds of differences that exist.
Such an awareness and tolerance should eventually contribute to an under-
standing of the differences between the usage of educated speakers and
the forms that these speakers avoid and should help students, in later
years, to choose intelligently for themselves the variety of English
they wish to speak.

Usually the variations from the norm which one finds in a classroom
make up a fairly small percentage of the total language output of any
one child. Basically, since we are all speakers of English, our dialects
are more alike than different, else we could not understand one another.
But for someone who quivers when he hears the word "ain't," this small
percentage may receive far more attention than it deserves proportionately.
For those teaching in some of the inner city schools the variation may be
greater. That is, there may be students whose dialects vary to the ex-
tent that they interfere with communication, almost as a foreign language
would. In other words, the dialects may include many basic rules that
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there are games that require children to build sentences and help them
discover that words go together in a certain order. There are sentence-
combining games that provide practice in constructing complex sentences.
Each of the games concentrates on a specific aspect or fact about lan-
guage. There is little or no attempt to analyze or identify parts by
name. The idea is that by isolating a particular language fact and build-
ing a game around it, we can make the child conscious of the particular
fact. For example, a game that concentrates on all the ways it is pos-
sible to tell where something is, would develop an awareness in the child
of this kind of part in the language. It could also, of course, increase
the child's ability to use this kind of part. (Later on in school he
will learn that this kind of part is called a "place adverbial.") The
overall purpose, of course, is to provide familiarity with many aspects
of language that can serve as a starting place for the more structured
curriculum of the later years.

The Format of the Lessons for Grades 2:6

The teacher material for the third and fourth grade curriculum con-
sists of seven units bound in seven separate booklets. Each booklet con-
tains an introductory section which includes a statement of the pur-
pose(s) of the unit, a list of materials needed for teaching it, and back-
ground information about the concepts to be taught. In addition there is
a specific statement of purpose and list of materials for each individual
lesson and a detailed section of suggested procedures to use. Most lessons
also include suggestions for possible extension activities. Some lessons
hay-. no student material, but whenever there is material for the student
a ,i),y will follow the teacher version of the lesson. Copies for the
student are printed separately and are contained in manila folders
labeled with the name of the unit, the name of the lesson, and the grade
level. In each folder are enough copies of a lesson so that each student
may have one.

Many lessons also include supplementary material consisting of such
things as tapes, charts, material to use on the overhead, activity cards,
etc. All the supplementary material (except the tapes) for each unit is
found inside a Supplementary Material envelope which is inserted in the
copy of the teacher's guide for that unit.

The teacher versions of each of the lessons in the fifth and si:cth
grade curriculum include a statement of purpose of the lesson, a de-
scription of the content, whatever background information is needed to
teach the lesson, and some suggestions for procedure. A copy of the
student lesson is also included when there is one. Copies for the stu-
dents are filed separately in manila folders labeled with the name of the
unit, the number of the lesson, the name of the lesson, and the grade level.

The units called "You Already Know It" and "Fun With Words" are the
same for both third and fourth grades. Each includes some material
which is probably more suitable for the fourth grade level than for the



third. Suggestions are made for usiLg this material only with the more
advanced students. When choices are possible, as they often are, in se-
lecting material to use, these are noted.

The Approach in Grades 3,6_

Throughout the curriculum the approach is inductive. The lessons
are for the most part designed to get students to think about language
for themselves and to help the teacher induce certain information and
generalizations from the students. The emphasis should be on developing
the child's natural curiosity about language, creating an awareness of
and interest in language as a very personal thing, but not on imposing
the "right" answers at every point. The history lessons, of course,
necessarily consist of information which the students will read about.
But there are also questions whith should lead to generalizations.
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INTRODUCTION

This section is concerned with language: using it and becoming aware
of it. It should prepare the child for the language curriculum in grades 3
and 4. It calls upon the child to use his internalized knowledge of his lan-
guage, which he isn't yet aware of, by engaging him in a set of games and
activities. Ths games should be enjoyable in themselves, but they are also
designed to make the child aware of language indirectly through requiring
him to construct sentences of various kinds; observe relations between
parts of sentences and between words; use various kinds of sentence parts
in the proper place; construct words; alphabetize; categorize; and focus at-
tention on the sounds of language. For the child the emphasis will be on
the game. The specific objective, however, which will be to require him
to use or learn about language, is stated at he beginning of each game or
activity. You won't be teaching him something he doesn't already know,
but instead helping him develop what he already knows unconsciously.

Many of the games require materials. These are described in some
detail, and there are instructions for using them. Sample sets of material
for the first eight games are found in separate supplementary material en-
velopes which are labeled with the name of the game and instructions for
using the materials. You may want to construct extra sets in many cases
and to add to the materials as children mature during the year. Games 9-
14 require you to prepare simple materials ahead of time Instructions for
preparing them are given, but there are no sample sets. You will need to
construct your own. Games 15-18 require no materials. The last section,
"Ideas for Other Games and Activities to Try, " is included to provide sup-
plementary ideas which you may wish to try out. Some of them comple-
ment the games in the earlier section and can be used in conjunction with
them.

It is expected that you will find occasion to play the games often through-
out the year and will, whenever possible, encourage students to pl^y them
by themselves. The value will come through frequent-practice.

Please read through the games and activities, both those with materials
and those without, so that you can select those that fit your students and
your schedule. We do not suggest a particular order for using the games.
Obviously some are better suited for younger children then others are, and
some you will want to save for late in the first grade or use with second
graders. Some depend on a child's being able to read and will not be use-
ful until late in the first year or in the second.

Since this curriculum is experimental, we will welcome your reactions
to guide us in making revisions. Please feel free to adapt them or expand
them if ways to do ao occur to you, and share with us your ideas and ex-
periences.
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WHAT COMES FIRST?

OBJECTIVES:

To help student arrange alphabetically by letter; to arrange alphabetically
by word: to recognize beginning le tters of words.

MATERIA L:

Set of cards with one letter of the alphabet on each and a picture of some
object whose name begins with that letter (A with an apple or alligator,
for example). Several sets with different pictures would be useful, as
would a set of pictures with the letters left off. You will find a sample
set in a supplementary envelope. You can make others.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE:

1. You might want to begin by talking about the order of the letters of the
alphabet. Use the alphabet you have displayed in the room to talk
about what comes first and what next. And you might want to sing
one of the alphabet songs in order to fix the order in the minds of
your students. Ask such questions as "What come s before C?, What
comes after Y?, etc. "

2. Pass out the cards, one to a child, and see how fast children can ar-
range themselves in alphaheti cal order according to the letter on the
card they have received.

3. Occasionally use the cards to decide what order to do something in
(such as marching out for recess or for lunch). P.-ss them out and
have the students get into alphabetical order. The child with A would
go first.

4. Fass out the cards with pictures and ask students to arrange them-
selves in alphabetical order according to the first letter of the word
that names the picture.

5. Students can use the set of cards individually, arranging them alpha-
betically.

6. Encourage students to make their own set of cards. Pass out picture:
and have students name them and then arrange them alphabetically.
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BUILDING SENTENCES

Language

OBJECTIVE:

To help develop the concepts that:

sentences are put together in an orderly way with words of certain
classes going in cert ain places:

it is possible to build an unlimited number of sentences out of a
limited number of parts;

words belong to different classes.

MATER IA LS:

A set of cards like the sample in the supplementary material envelope.
You should add to this set during the year. The cards should be care-
fully prepared and color coded so that all the words that belong to the
same word class are on cards of the same color. The classes that
should be distinguished by color are:

nouns (Pronouns can be a different shade of the same color.)

verbs (The helping verbs can be a different shade of the same color.)

determiners (words like the , a, an, this, these, that, one, etc.).0

adjectives

adverbs

prepositions

conjunctions (and, but, or, etc.)

In preparing the sets, use only words that children can read and add
more words as their ability increases.

Note: To make sure that you have enough cards for a given activity to
make as many sentmnces as you want , try them out yourself ahead
of time. Plan the activity ahead of time and organize the cards to
fit.

BACKGROUND:

One of the most important things all human beings know about their
language--without realizing that they know itis that words go together
according to rules. Arranged in one order they make sentences; in



Language

Building Sentences:

Materials colored cards 3 x 1/2

Use one color for all nouns, another for all verbs, etc.
Set contains 7 colors

One word per card of the following:

blue red green
mouse sleeps sweet
car runs round
street likes bad
friend is nice
mother gets black
girl looks red
boy sees short
cat finds pretty
book was funny
pen_li plays good
story
house
dog
boat
toy

yellow orange tan
before when then
on but soon
over if there
in because quietly
under and fast
to here
by quickly
at slowly
around now
beside carefully

salmon
a

the

this
that
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another order they don't, Where they go in a sentence determines the
word class they belong to. Children come to school with a sizeable
vocabulary and they already know--unconsciously--how to put the words
together in the right order to make sentences. The activities suggested
for using the set of cards described above are designed to help children
realize, simply through manipulating the cards, that language has order
and they already know what the order is. In other words, it takes ad-
vantage of what they already know intuitively. They should also begin to
realize that words of certain classes (color) fit only in cert ain places.
They should begin to get the feel for order and structure and to discern
some of the grammatical differences between words. None of these
aspects will be discussed. For the child, the activity should be only a
game, a game from which he will learn.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES:

There are many possibilities for using these cards. Here are some, and
you will be able to think of others.

1. To begin with, work with small groups and show them how to use
the cards. Put a set of cards with just enough words for one sen-
tence on the table and have t he students help you put it in the order
of a sentence. Then pass out a set to each child and have him put
the cards in his set in the order of a sentence. If you wanted to
make identical sets for each child, you could have the children see
if they all end up with the same sentence. Some sets have several
possibilities. For example, a set including the words the, boy, has,
found the and sitog. could be arranged in four ways:

the boy has found the dog
the dog has found the boy
has the boy found the dog
has the dog found the boy

2. Have students work in pairs or groups with identical sets of c?rris
(enough for each group to make several sentences) and have rz- f.:!s to
see who can construct the most sentences. Compare the resuhs to
see how many possibilities there are.

3. Keep sets of cards available on a table where students can bun-I
sentences in their free time. A flannel board to attach the to
would be useful. Continue to add words to the sets so that nec sen-
tences are possible.

4. Stack the cards by color and work with small groups to help them
discover that they can substitute various words for words VA their
sentences, if they choose words on cards with the same color.

5. Two or more students can play a card game with a set of cards whict,
contains enough cards to make several sentences. A certain number
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should be dealt to each student. The rest should be turned face down
on the table. In turn each child can draw a card from the pile on the
table, and should discard one. The first child able to make a sen-
tence out of the cards in his hand wins.

6. When they have gained some facility in constructing simple sen -
tences, add the conjunctions to the sets and let them make compound
parts or compound sentences. Discuss how this increases the pos-
sibilities.

7. As students gain facility and have practice in expanding sentences,
the cards can be used to see who can make the longest sentence.
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BUILDING WORDS

Language

OBJECTIVE

To develop the concept that a word can be made by combining two other
words; to provide practice in doing so; to add unfamiliar compound words
to their vocabulary.

MATERIAL:

A set of cards with words that can be combined to make compound words.
There is a sample set in a supplementary material envelope. This set
can be added on to during the year. You may want to make one set on
larger cards for use in steps 1 and 2 below.

BACKGROUND:

One of the ways new words enter a language is by compounding, that is
combining two words to make one new word. How we understand com-
pounds is one of the int,aresting aspects of our internalized knowledge of
our language, and evidence that language has a deep as well as surface
structure. For example, we understand that a doghouse is a house for a
dog but a houseboat is a boat used like a house. Even six-year olds have
this kind of internalized understanding of the compounds in their vocabu-
lary. Playing games with compounds should strengthen their awareness
of this internalized knowledge.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE:

1. Begin by putting a few compound words on the board and showing
students how they are made by putting two words together. (F'or
example, foot + ball = football; dog + house = doghouse)

2. Pass out a set or-cards, one to a student, and at a signal have students
find a partner that has the other half of a compound word. Be sure
the set you pass out has enough halvis so that each child can find a
partner. Put a time limit (30 to 60 seconds) and then see how many
have found partners. You might give a point for each student vrho
has made a word. Then the cards could be :reshuffled and passed out
again.

3. Students can use the set of cards individually or in small groups to
see how many words they can make. They should discover that the
same word can appear as part of several other words. (For example:
doghouse, lighthouse, houseboat; or football and ballgame)
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4. With second graders, you might want to ask why they think certain
things are called by compound names. (For example, "Why do we
call a football a football? ")
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WHAT SOUNDS DO THEY MAKE?

OBJECTIVE:

To start children thinking about: 1) the difference between human language
and animal communication; and 2) the difference between what an animal
can do with the sounds he can make and what a human can do.

MATERIALS:

Tape of animal sounds in packet of supplementary material.

The set of cards (in the supplementary material) with pictures of the fol-
lowing: dog, cat, cow, horse, sheep, lion, duck, rooster, hen, baby
chicken, bird, owl, crow, goose, mouse, pig, child. The picture of the
child should be on a card with a different color, or in some other way
marked, so that you can tell which child has it.

If you have the facilities, these pictures could be reproduced on trans-
parencies and used on the overhead or on an opaque projector.

Poems "The Secret Song" and "Little Black Bug" found in the section of
poems.

BACKGROUND:

This game provides background for lessons on animal communication in
Levels 3 and 4. All creatures have a way of communicating, but few
have systems like human language and none are able to do as much as
humans can do with their language. Even parakeets or parrots, which
can imitate human langta ge in a limited way, do not actually learn it.
They can't use it to communicate.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE:

There are several possibilities for using the materials in this lesson-
game. They can be carried out over a period of time.

1. Show the pictures of the various animals on the overhead, saving the
picture of the child until last. As each picture is shown ask your
students to try to make the kind of sounds made by the animal. Ask
such questions as

What is this animal?
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2. Play the tape. Have children try to identify the animal by the sound.
You could pass out the cards and have each student listen especially
for the sound of the animal pictured on his card. He could hold up
his card and identify the animal when he hears it. Discuss the dif-
ference between the sounds animals make and those the child makes.
You could ask

Who can make the most sounds?
Who do you think can do the most with the sounds he makes?
What can you do with the sounds you can make?

3. Pass out the set of cards. Tell children not to tell anyone what is
on their card. Have them think of the kind of sound made by the
animal pictured on their card. One by one, let them make the sound
of the creature and have the other children try to guess what creature
it is. Again, you can ask what the various animals say when they are
tired, hungry, lost, frightened, when they like another animal, etc.
Call on the child with the child's picture last. You may have to
prompt him by questions to actually speak some sentences in human
language. Ask what he says when he is tired, hungry, etc.

Don't force the generalization that humans can do more with their
language than animals can because many children still believe that
animals can talk like humans, but start them thinking about it.

4. Put the poems on the overhead and read through them with the stu-
dents. Perhaps you have already used them for another lesson. Dis-
cuss the poems by asking such questions as

Does a spider really talk?
Does he pronounce words the way you do?
What kind of noises do you think he makes? (Some of the

creatures in the poem don't make any noises that we are
aware of.)

As each animal is discussed you might want to put a picture of it on
the overhead. You might want tD ask

How do you think animals communicate?

5. A drama activity can be carried out using the same group of animals
used earlier, either one by oae or at different times. Assign dif-
ferent animals to different children and give them problems to solve.
For example, you are lost and trying to find your way home, or to
call your mother. Or, you are hungry and want your friend to share
his lunch with you. What can you do? The contrast between the
means available to the human and the animal could be pointed up.
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BINGO

OBJECTIVE:

To provide practice in recognizing beginning blends.

MATERIAL:

Set of bingo boards with nine squares each, each square containing the
letters that spell a beginning blend or digraph.

A set of cards with a word on each which begins with one of the blends
found on the bingo boards.

Markers, such as buttons or beans or small circles of cardboard.

There is a sample set of eight bingo boards and a set of cards to go with
them in the supplementary material envelope. You can make as many
more boards and cards as you wish or need for your class. Be sure
there is a word card to correspond to every square found on the bingo
boards you use. The following are possible combinations of blends for
the bingo boards:

1. bl str sw sk ph chr wh spr st
2. br th sch sl pl dr bl str sw
3. ch tr scr sin pr fl br th sch
4. c1 tw shr sn qu fr ch tr scr
5. cr thr spl sp sc gl cl tw shr
6. chr wh spr st sh gr cr thr spl
7. dr bl str sw sk ph chr wh spr
8. fl br th sch sl pl dr bl str
9. fr ch tr scr sm pr fl br th

10. gl cl tw shr sn qu fr ch tr
11. gr cr thr spl sp sc gl cl tw
12. ph shr wh spr st sh gr cr thr
13. pl dr bl str sw sk ph chr wh
14. pr fl br th sch sl pl dr bl
15. qu fr ch tr scr sm pr fl br
16. sc gl cl tw shr sn qu fr ch
17. sh gr cr thr sp sc gl cl
18. sk ph chr wh upr st sh gr cr
19. sl pl dr bl str sw sk ph chr
20. sm pr fl br th sch sl pl dr
21. sn qu fr ch tr scr sm pr 11

22. sp sc gl cl tw shr sn qu fr
23. st sh gr cr thr spl sp sc gl
24. sw sk ph chr wh spr st sh gr
25. sch sl pl dr bl str sw sk ph
26. scr sm pr fl br th sch sl pl
27. shr sn qu fr ch tr scr sm pr
28. spl sp sc gl cl tw shr sn qu
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29. spr st sh gr cr thr spl sp sc
30. str sw sk ph chr wh spr st sh
31. th sch sl pl dr bl str sw sk
32. tr scr sm pr fl br th sch sl
33. tw shr sn qu fr ch tr scr sm
31. thr spl sp sc gl ci tw shr sn
35. wh spr st sh gr cr thr spl sp
36. bl str sw sk ph chr wh spr st
37. br th sch sl pl dr bl str sw
38. ch tr scr sm pr fl br th sch
39. cl tw shr sn qu fr ch tr scr
40. cr thr spl sp sc gl cl tw shr
41. chr wh spr st sh gr cr thr spl
42. dr bl str sw sk ph chr wh spr
43. fl br th sch sl pl dr bl str
44. fr ch tr scr sm pr fl br th
45. gi cl tw shr sn qu fr ch tr
46. gr cr thr spl sp sc gl cl tw
47. ph chr wh spr st sh gr cr thr
48. pl dr bl str sw sk ph chr wh
49. pr fl br th sch sl pl dr bl
50. qu fr ch tr scr sm pr fl br
51. sc gl cl tw shr sn qu fr ch
52. sh gr cr thr spl sp sc gl cl
53. sk ph chr wh spr st sh gr cr
54. sl pl dr bl str sw sk ph chr
55. sm pr fl br th sch sl pl dr
56. sn qu fr ch tr scr sm pr fl
57. sp sc gl cl tw shr sn qu fr
58. st sh gr cr thr spl sp sc gl
59. sw sk ph chr wh spr st sh gr
60. sch sl pl dr bl str sw sk ph
61. scr sm pr fl br th sch sl pl
62. shr sn qu fr ch tr scr sm pr
63. spl sp sc gl cl tw shr sn qu
64. spr st sh gr cr thr spl sp sc

Here are some, possib;e words to use on the cards. You can add to the
set of word cards as your students learn new words.

blue play school
brown print screen
chair queen shrink
clown score splash
cry shout spring
Christmas skate street
draw slow thing
flat small train
from snail twin
glass spot three
green stop white
phone swing
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BACKGROUND:

This game involves recognization of the beginning sounds of words,
particularly of those which consist of a blend of two or more sounds,
and knowledge of how these sounds are spelled. Also included are some
beginning sounds that are not blends of two sounds but are spelled with
two letters. These are known as digraphs. They are ch, sh, sw,
th tw, and wh.

SUGGESTED PROCE DUKE:

Any number of students can play. There should be enough bingo boards
for each student playing. For example, with the eight boards in the
st.r.plementary material, eight students can play.

I. Pass out a bingo board and some markers to each student playing.

2. Shuffle the set of word cards and one by one draw a card out and
read the word. If a player has on his board the beginning blend
found in the word he may put a marker on that square.

3. The first student to have markers on three squares in a line (hori-
zontal, vertical, or diagonal) says "Bingo" and wins.

4. After students know how to play the game, a student rather than the
teacher can draw the word cards and read them. The winner of each
game could be the one to do the drawing for the next game.
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IF - THEN

OBJECTIVE:

To help children develop an understanding of the relationship between a
condition and result by providing practice in combining sentences in an
if-then relationship.

MATERIA LS:

Something to fasten cards to. Possibilities are a felt board or a large
metal sheet (an oil tray is ideal) or magnetic blackboard. It could be
used for other games also.

A set of cards in two colors (so that you can tell which is which), like
those in the supplementary material envelope. Each card contains a
sentence. All of the cards of one color should have sentences that can
be if clauses and the other cards should have sentences that can be the
result or then clauses. You can add to this set during the year. The
cards should have some way of being fastened to the board.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE:

1. At the top of the board have two headings in large letters: IFand
THEN.

2. pass out the cards, one to a child.

3. Choose a child with one of the if cards (which you can identify by
color-- cherry in our sample set). Ask him to put it in the IF column
on the board. Then ask if anyone with a card of the other color
(green) has a sentence that would fit in the THEN column. Let stu-
dents discuss the if-then sentence that is produced to decide if the
then part really follows from the if part. Continue in this fashion
until each child has had a turn.

Variations:

1. Pass out only if cards or put them on the board and let children make
up their own then clauses. Point out that each part is a sentence by
itself but that they can be combined to make a different sentence.

2. For more advanced students, pass out the then sentences (for
example, You can't get in) and let them make up if clauses to pre-
cede them.



If - Then -P2-

3. Pass out both if and then sentences without indicating which is which
and have students put them together in the right sequence. They
could work in pairs or groups for this activity. Some of the sen-
tences, of course, can appear in either position. This should give
you a chance to talk about the difference in meaning when the order
is reversed.
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MAKE-A -WORD RUMMY

OBJECTIVE:

To increase the student's awareness of the beginning and ending sounds
of words by providing practice in combining such sounds.

MATERIAL:

Set of cards, each one containing either a beginning sound or an ending
sound. The beginning blends and digraphs should be on one color and the
ending sounds on another. There i, a sample set in the supplementary
material envelope. You can add othirirs if there are some missing which
you would like students to be familiar' 'N. th. And you can make addition-
al sets.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE:

Use the cards to play "rummy. " It should be played in groups of from
two to six children. Play with small groups at first, showing them how
to do it. When they become familiar with the rules they can play by
themselves.

1. Pass out the cards one at a time until each child has five cards.
(This number could vary depending on the ability or the child to hold
cards in his hand and keep track of them.)

2. The remaining cards are placed in a stock pile face down with the top
card turned face up.

3. The object of the game is to form pairs of cards which spell words.

4. Each player first draws one card from the stock pile; looks to see if
he has any pairs of cards that make words and puts them on the
table; and finally discards one card from his hand on a discard pile.
Then it is the next player's turn. After the first player has started
the discard pile, each player can select his new card either from the
stock pile or the discard pile.

5. The first child to get rid of all the cards in his hand wins. If no one
has "gone out" by the time the stock pile has been used up, the dis-
card pile is turned face down (without shuffling) to form a new stock
pile.
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Make7.46Vt_rd Rummy:

Materials - 2 sets of 2 x 3 cards

Yellow'eards contain one each of the following:

st- tr- spr-
th- thr- str-
gr- wh- sh-
ch- br- sn-
sp- sw- cr-
pr- fr- gl-
fl- sk- bl-
pl- cl-
dr- sl-

Green cards cohtain one set of the following:

y -ow -ot -ab
-ade -ate -ink -ail
ew -out -ag -eet

-at -ill -in -ay
- ake -op -are -ee
ain -ip -ash

-aw -ing -own
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CONTRACTIONS

OBJECTIVE:

To develop the concept that contractions are made by combining and
contracting two words.

MATERIAL:

Set of cards like the set in the supplementary material envelope. Each
set includes 52 cards. Half the cards have a contraction on them and
the other half have the matching complete form. You can make other
sets by using the following lists. List 1 is of fairly common contractions
and should be familiar to most students. List 2 is less familiar and
presents some problems because of their similarity to other words.
List 3 contains some contractions which are used in spoken language but
which are not encountered often in written form. They are included for
use of students who are interested and if you think it would be helpful or
fun for them to be familiar with them.

List 1 List 2

are not aren't what is what's
did not didn't how is how's
do not don'', where is where's
will not won't who is who's
cannot can't when is when's
could not cool dn't they are they're
would not wouldn't you are you're
should not shouldn't we are we're
does not doesn't they would they'd
have not haven't they will they'll
has not hasn't it would it'd
was not wasn't it will it'll
is not is n 't it is it's

List 3

when would whcn'd
when will when'll
what would what'd
what will what'll
how would how'd
how will how'll
where would where'd
where will where'll
why is why's
why would why'd
why will why'll
who would who'd
who will who'll



Contractions

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE:

For Rummy

1. Work with small groups of from two to six to show them how to play
the game until they are able to play by themselves. Select only Rs
many cards as you feel the group can handle. Be sure you have the
contractions and complete forms that go together among the cards
you select.

2. Deal four or five cards out one at a time to each player. Place the
remainder of the cards face down in a stock pile with the top card
face up.

3. The first player to the left of the dealer draws one card from the
pile in the center. If he has any matched sets (a contraction and its
matching full form) he puts them dowr on the table face up. Then he
discards one card from his hand on a discard pile. Then it is the
next player's turn.

4. After the first player, each player may draw either from the stock
pile or the discard pile. If he has any cards in his hand that match
any of the matched sets that have already been played on the table
he can add them to the matched sets.

5. The player that gets rid of all the cards in his hand first wins. If
no player has gone out by the time the stock pile.is exhausted, the
discard pile is turned face down to form a new stock pile.

For Concentration

1. Again work with small groups, from two on up, to show them how to
play the game until they are able to play by themselves-

2. Shuffle a set of cards and lay them out one by one on a large table
with their faces down and no cards overlapping.

3. Each player in turn must turn up any two cards, one at a time, leav-
ing them in tieir original positions en the table. If they are a pair he
takes them and turns up two more cards. If they aren't a pair, he
terns them face down again (still in their original position) anr4 the
next player has a turn. The point is that by carefully watching Where
the cards are and remembering their position, a player may remem-
ber where to find the mate to a card he turns up.

4. The player that gets the most cards wins.

the sets of cards availabl7; for students to play with by themselves.
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WORD BANKBANK

OBJECTIVE:

To develop the concept that each of us has a store of words to use
and to a,ld to.

MATERIAL:

Pre-reading level A large outline of a piggy bank on the black-
board or on a large piece of poster board. A
pattern is found on tlie following page.

Reading level Material for making booklets in which words
can be added. The cover should have a picture
of the piggy bank and there should be a page
for each letter of the alphabet. The pages can
be stapled together. This can be a project for
students to make themselves, or the teacher
can supply the booklets.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE:

Pre-reading level

Reading level

Draw the outline of the piggy bank on the board
or poster board. As students learn to recog-
nize words, add them to the bank. Students
can refer to them when they need a reminder.
Ask if they have piggy banks or other kinds of
banks to keep money in. Tell them that our
word bank is like a bank in which we keep
money. We take the words out and use them
as we need them.

Allow children to take turns adding w1rds to
the word bank as they learn new words. These
of course, will be words they learn to read and
write. They actually know how to use more
words than will ever be added.

As soon as students know enough words and
are able to write and need to know how to spell
words for their compositions, provide the wor(1
bank book. The book should be divided alpha-
betically. You might start them out by includ-
ing a few common words under most of the let-
ters. As they need other words and find out
how to spell them, have them write them in
their word-bank book to refer to at later times.
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WHEN WAS IT?

OBJECTIVE:

To stimulate children to construct sentences with time adverbials, and
through language development to become aware of things happening in
time.

MATERIAL:

Large cards of one color on which are printed simple sentences, and
another set of cards of another color on which are printed various time
adverbials including a set of sentences to be used to tell when.

A large area (blackboard, poster board, flannel board) to which the cards
can be attached.

Some possible sentences and adverbials follow. You can think of more.
Add to the set during the year.

Sentences

I wake up
I like to swim
I can play
We take a vacation
We went to the movie
My dog ran away
It might snow
We can eat

Sentences to use

Simple A dverbials

in the morning
in the summer
this afternoon
in the spring
last night
yesterday
today
now

with when :

the sun shines
the water is warm
I get home
it is warm
we were in Portland
I was gone
you are here
we finish

I
SUGGESTED PROCEDURE:

1. Begin by simply asking a variety of when questions, such as



When Was It?

When do you eat breakfast?
When do you play with your friend?
When do you come to school?
When do you go swimming?
When does Santa Claus come?

You could make it a game. Ask one child when he does something.
He should reply with a sentence in which he repeats the question.
For example, if you ask "When do you eat brea!tfast?" he could re-
ply "I eat breakfast in the morning." Then it is his turn tc, ask some-
one else a when question. This would wort- best in a small group.

2. The first time you play the gene with cards use the sentence cards
and the cards with simple adverbials. Ask one of the students with
a sentence card (identifiable by color) to put his sentence on the
board. Then ask if there is anyone with, a card of the other color
that has something that would go with theJt sentence on the board to
tell when. Repeat until all children have's. turn. You could then see
if any of the adverbials are interchangeable among the sentences.

3. At another time use the cards that have sentences that can be used as
adverbials. Down the middle of the board write when as many times
as you have sentence cards. Pass out the cards and first ask a child
with a sentence card to put it up before the when. Then ask if anyone
with another colored card has a sentenf;e that could follow the when.
Repeat until all have had a turn.

4. Students could work individually or in small groups at a table to
match up the cards.
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FILL THE BLANKS

OBJECTI VE:

To develop the concept that different kinds of words have different places
in a sentence.

MA TER IA L:

A supply of sentences in which either a verb, or a noun, or a preposition,
or some other part has been left out. You can write these across the
board with space left below each one. Or you can print them on large
cards so that they can be passed out to students. Here are some possi-
bilities:

Sentences with a noun left out:

The ran around the table.
A is on the porch.
That is pretty.
I see a
I have the
The cat is on the

Sentences with a verb left out:

My friend can the ball.
Jerry the cat.
Father the toy.

Sentences with E. preposition left out:

The little bird flew the tree.
Your pencil is the desk.

Pairs of sentences in which both blanks can be filled by the same
word or adjective:

The kitten is
The kitten 'drank the milk.

The bike is
The bike is here.

The tree is
The tree fell down.
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BACKGROUND:

This game reinforces the concept which is developed in the Building
Sentences game: that words fit in certain places and that there is an
order to the way in which we put them together. Children in the first
and second grade already know that order, though they aren't aware of
what they know. They demonstrat e their internalized, unconscious know-
ledge of it every time they speak At this level we should make no at-
tempt to point out the order or to label the word classes even though they
will be selecting words from specific classes when they fill in the blanks
Thfs game eimply provides practice in making such a selection. As far
as th, children know, this should be just another game.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE:

1. Show how the game works by illustrating with one sentence on the
board or with one card. Have students take turns thinking of a word
trl fill the blank. List as many as they think of below the blank. If
the sentences are carefully constructed (try them out yoursLif first),
the words chosen will belong to the same class. Let students ex-
periment with various words. Some will fit and some won't, and
students will be able to tell which ones will and which ones won't.
You might mention that when they think of words to put in the blanks
they are drawing on their word bank.

2. Let students work in groups. Give each group a card or assign a
sentence on the board to each group. If each group is given an ident-
ical sentence you can ha ve a contest to see which group can think of
the most words. Compare results ai the end of a given time. At
other times give each group a different sentence.
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WHO HAS THE RHYMING WORD?

OBJECTIVE:.

To encourage students to listen to and become consciously aware of
the sounds of wo:odc.

MATERIA LS:

For pre-r ':aders only a store of rbyming words

For readers a set of pairs of cards, each pair having words that
rhyme, The set can be added to during the year as
children learn to recognize more words. Here are
some possibilities:

cold sing can think sleep
told bring man sink peep
etc'.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE:

For prereadci s - This could be played in a large group, but would
probably work better in a small group so that each
child can have more opportunity to participate. The
teacher calls out a word and points to a child (or she
could ask for a volunteer). The child is to respond
with a rhyming word. If he succeeds, then it is his
turn to say a word and point to som zone to give a
rhyming If he ant then someone else can
have a try. The object would be to see how long the
group can continue to think of words that rhyme.

For readers Pass out the set of cards. At a signal each child is
to look for the person having a card that rhymes wits
his. (Be sure that each word in the set has a rhym-
ing word.) When the children have all found some-
one with a rhyming word, each pair will work to-
gether to make a list of other words that rhyme with
the ones on their cards. Set a time limit and spe
which pair has the most words. Have them read
their lists aloud.
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MAKE IT LONGER

OBJECTIVE:

To help students discover that it is possible to make sentences longer
and longer and to provide practice in various ways it can be done.

MATER IA L:

This activity requires no material at all, but variety can be added by
sets of cards with simple basic sentences on them and other cards with
parts that tell where, when, how, or why; and parts that modify nouns.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE:

1. Begin by putiing a simple sentence on the board. It might be some-
thing like

The boy saw a rabbit.

Ask students to tell you something about the boy and select from what
is volunteered some modifiers to add on. You might get something
like

The little boy . . .

The happy little boy . . .

The happy little boy with freckles .

Do the same for rabbit.

Then ask questions about when he found the rabbit and where he
found it, etc. Add what fits. You could end up with a se0ence like

The happy little boy with freckles found a black fuzzy
rabbit in the garden this morning.

Repeat this activity from time to time. You could make several dif-
ferent sentence from the same basic sentence in order to incorp-
orate as much as possible of what the students volunteer.

2. Divide your class into groups and give them a sentence. Put a time
limit on the activity and see which group can make the longest sen-
tence. Have the sentence read and comment on how many different
possibilities they come up with.
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3. Put simple sentences on cards and pass one out to each group. On a
table spread out cards on which you have printed various parts of
sentences that tell when, where, what kind, etc. Have students
select from them to add on to their own sentences. See which group
makes the longest or most interesting sentence.
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WORD FAMILIES

OBJECTIVE:

To develop the concept that many related words are built from the same
root word.

MATERIALS:

Large outlines of trees. These can be drawn on the board or put on large
poster boards. They can also be printed on paper for individual use by
students. (A pattern is found at the end of this material.)

Sets of cards with word families printed on them, one word to each card.
Some possible word families are:

walk run call hope
walks ran called hopeful
walking running calls holies
walked runs calling hoping
walker

write
wrote
written

runner

man
manly
postman

caller
recall

hoped

writer
writes
rewrite
writing
rewriting

You will be able to think of dozens of others.

BACKGROUND:

Part of the ability of humans to learn new words results from the fact
that many words are made from the same root word, according to rules.
Instead of memorizing every word, we learn the rules for making related
words. For example, we add the sound we spell edto all regular verbs
to make them past. And once we know the root word we also automati-
cally know most of the related words. There are regular rules for making
the various forms of verbs; for making nouns plural; for making adverbs
out of adjectives and adjectives out of nouns, etc. This game is based
on this aspect of language, but of course none of the rules will be men-
tioned. Just play the game, The practice should reinforce something
children already know unconsciously.
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SUGGESTED PROCEDURE:

The tree represents a word family. The trunk represents the root word
and the branches, or the fruit, the various words that grow from the root.
There are several ways this device can be used, and it can be repeated
through the year with new groups of words.

1. Draw outlines of trees on the board or on poster board. Write some
root words on the trunks. Start with root words like walk or call
in which the root word is repeated in every related word. Gradually,
through the year, introduce some words like run in which some of
the related words have a different form. At this level do not dis-
tinguish between noun endings, verb endings, etc. Accept all re-
lated words.

2. Pass out the sets of cards related to the root words you have printed
on the trees, one card to each child. Each student will put his word
on the appropriate tree. Then new root words could be put up and
new sets of cards passed out. If you have magnetic boards the cards
could be made of something that would stick to the board. Or you
could simply let each child write his word on the tree.

Variations:

1. Pass out several sets of cards to small groups of students and let
them arrange them in family groups and then draw trees and put the
root and the words on the trees. This would help them identify the
root word.

2. You could start with only the root word on the tree and have students
think of the related words to add to the tree.

3. When students have acquired some skill in identifying related words,
encourage them to think of their own word families and make their
own trees.
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PM THINKING OF SOMETHING

OBJECTIVE:

To stimulate students to use various sentence parts in a specific
situation.

MATERIAL:

A collection of various kinds of objects that can be identified by the way
they feel. Possibilities are: a pencil, a piece of cotton, a rock, an ice
cube, a piece of fur, a piece of bark, a small ball, a marble, a nail,
sandpaper, a rubber band a block, a pin, a piece of chalk, a crayon,
etc.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE:

The activities described below begin with concrete objects to feel and
look at, but progress to simply thinking about these objects.

1. Work with small groups. Put a number of objects in a bag. Let
children take turns reaching in to select an object and to feel it with-
out looking. They should be required to describe what it feels like
to them. Then the other children in the group try to guess what it is.
Then the child who has selected the object takes it out and they all
look to see if anyone had identified it correctly. This would be a
good time to talk about what other things might have been said about
it to help in the identification.

A possible variation would be to have the child who selects the ob-
ject look at it and describe what it looks like as well as what it feels
like. The other children try to guess what it is.

Another variation would be to have only one object in the bag. Each
child should feel of it and say one thing about it and at the end all
the children would try to guess what it is before looking.

You may need to help students find words at first by the questions
you might ask. For example: Is it rough? Is it smooth? Is it
round? Is it cold? Is it slippery? What shape is it? What 'color is
it? 'etc. When they answer, require them to say "It is cold, " or
It is not cold, " rather than "yes" or "no. "

2. After students have acquired some facility in describing things they
can actually see or feel, let them play a game in which one thinks of
something and tries to describe what it looks like and how it feels
and the rest of the children try to guess what it might be. The one
who guesses right first has the next turn to think of something.
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SUYON SAYS

01?,JECTIVE:

To stimulate children to use directional adverbials, and through their
use to clarify their Understanding of their meaning.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE:

This is a variation of the old game "Simon Says Thumbs Up." But in-
stead of being confined simply to putting thumbs up and down, all kinds
of directions can be given. In the old game the person who was It would
say "Simon says thumbs up." And everyone would put thumbs up (or down
if that had been the direction). But if the one who was It simply said
"Thumbs up, " noone was to move. The signal must include "Simon
says, " if it is to be obeyed. Anyone who follows the direction when "Si-
mon says" has been omitted is out. The last one left standing becomes
It.

In this"Variation of the game, have all the children stand. Give direc-
tions that require them to distinguish between up and down, right and
left, above and below, back-and front, etc. Here are some possible
directions:

Simon says put your left hand up.
Simon says put your right hand out to the side.
Simon says to turn around.
Simon says to hop on your left foot.
Simon says to look in front of you.
Simon says to look behind you.
Simon says to look to the left.
etc.

If you have children stand at their desks with pencils in their hands you
can give such directions as

Simon says to put your pencil on your desk
Simon says to put your pencil underneath your desk.
Simon says to put your pencil in your desk.
Simon says to put your pencil in your desk with your right hand.
etc.

The directions should begin very simply with only a few variations but as
the year proceeds, could become more complicated. Don't have too many
variations in any one game. You could limit what is possible by setting
up some rules at the beginning of each game. For example, the first
time you play it it could simply be thumbs up and thumbs down. The next
time you could add something else.
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HIDE THE THIMBLE

OBJECTIVE:

To stimulate children to use place adverbials.

1VATERLA L:

A thimble or any other small object to hide.

Language

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE:

1. The teacher starts off being It to show how the game is played. She
hides the thimble (or any object) some place in the room.

2. The children try to guess where it is, by asking questions such as
it in your desk?" Is it near the floor?" etc. Every time they

ask such a question they will be using a place adverbial. And each
one should lead them closer and closer to the specific place. The
child who first guesses where the thimble is has the next turn to
hide it.

3. Eventually it should be possible to play the game without a real
object. Instead of hiding the thimble, the one who is It will simply
think of some place to hide. He could say "I'm thinking of a place to
hide the thimble. Where is it?" Then the rest of the children try
to pinpoint the place by asking questions.
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LANGUAGE WALK

OBJECTIVE:

To motivate students to think about some of the ways we use language.

MA TER LA L:

Walking shoes and sturdy legs.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE:

1, Check out the area in and within walking distance of your school for
places where Lhere are evidences of language being used: street
signs; signs on buildings; newspapers in stands; signs on doors;
lunch menus; traffic signs; people carrying on business in stores, etc.

2. Spend some time discussing the things we can do with language. For
example, here are some possibilities:

a. Present some problems to your class; Put something on your
desk and ask them to think of how they could get it without getting
out of their seats ? (By asking someone to bring it to them) How
could they get the light turned on without moving? (By asking
someone to turn it on) How can they let their mother know they
want to play at a friend's house after school?

b. Or ask the following:

You have lost your mittens. You wonder if anyone has found
them. How can you find out?

You can't remember what your teacher told you to c'o. How
can you find out?

You are lost. How can you find out Ahere you are?

You want your friend to stay all night. How can you let him
know?

etc.

3. After discussing the fact that we seem to use language all the time
and in many ways, plan a walk in which you will be looking for
examples of language being used. You will want to keep a list of all
the things children notice and you may need to help them observe as
many things as possible.
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4. When you return to the classroom, put the list on the board and talk
about it. It could be added to during the year as students think of --'

other things to add.
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ADD THE PUNCTUATION

OBJECTIVE:

To provide practice in punctuation.

MATERIAL:

Large punctuation marks cut out of cardboard. Begin with periods and
question marks. Add others aF_ students become familiar with them.
You might also like to have a supply of capital letters.

Flannel board.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE:

1. Place sentences on the flannel board with punctuation lacking. Have
the punctuation marks scattered below the board in a box or on a
table. Let volunteers come up and select the punctuation marks
needed and add them to the sentence.

2. If you include the capitals they could be placed over the beginning
letters of the sentences.
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WHO AM I?

OBJECTIVE:

To make children aware of all the ways in which they are uniqtic--
including their language.

MA TEMA L:

Tape recorder

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE:

1. Begin with pictures of Iwo dogs, two cats, two horses, etc., any
variety of pairs of .rings. Talk about how they are alike and how
they are differ,;az. Emphasize the things that make each unique.

2. Talk ahcut all the ways in which children are alike. You might want
to ha-, ci pairs of children take turns corning to the front and having
o'!ier children describe how they are alike and in what ways they
are different.

3. You could have students draw pictures of themselves.

4. Pcint out that each of us is a special individual riot quite like anyone
else. As you enumerate the things that each child has that is alike
and at the same time different (For example, each child has eyes,
but no two sets of eyes are quite the same.), lead them also to the
fact that each of us has a voice and uses it to talk, and each voice
is unique.

Let students take turns tape recording their voices. Let them listen
to their own. You may have to do this a number of times before they
become at ease in hearing their own voice. Then from time to time
play the tapes and have other students try to identify the child from
his voice.
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CATEGOR TES

OBJECTIVE:

To help students develop the ability to recognize similarities and dif-
ferences and the relationship between the general and the specific.

MATERIAL.

(Optional) Collection of pictures of various kinds of things: people, fruit,
vegetables, flowers, animals, clothing, etc.

Sets of cards naming various items of different kinds. For example:
apple, orange, grape, banana; man, woman, child, lady, baby; shirt,
pants, shoes, dress, blouse, shorts, socks; carrot, peas, corn, etc.
Make cards for as many categories as you can think of. Add new items
and new categories through the year.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE:

1. Pass out cards, one to a student. Across the top of the board list
the general categories that the cards you have passed out fall into
(fruit, clothes, etc.). Let each student take a turn going to the
board to write in the right column the word he has on his cards.

2. Or, call out the name of a general category and have all the students
who have words that fall into it stand up. Let each one read the
word on his card.

3. Or, read one by one, the words on the cards. The student who first
says what category it falls into gets the card. See which student can
get the most.

4. Let students work in small groups with the whole set of cards, ar-
ranging them in categories. Let them make cards for new items to
add.
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ONE AND MORE TITAN ONE

OBJECTIVE:

To reinforce the concept of singular and plural nouns.

MATE RIA L:

Set of cards with a noun printed on each. Every singular noun should
have its corresponding plural noun on another card.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE:

1. Pass out cards, one to a student. Within a given time (30 or 60
seconds), have students try to find the child with the corresponding
singular or plural card.

2. Have two columns on the board, one headed "One" and the other
"More than one." (When you introduce the terms "singular" and
"plural, " you can use these headings instead.) Point to a child. He
must then go to the board and write the word on his card in the right
column. If it is a singular word it will go in the "One" column. The
child with the matching card will then quickly go to the board and
write the corresponding word in the other column.

3. Pass out only the singular or only the plural cards. Let students
take turns putting their words on the board and writing the corres-
ponding word in the other column.

4. Divide the class into teams. Read the word from a card. The child
that can give the corresponding word (singular or plural) first gets
the card. The team with the most cards at the end wins.
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SAY WHY

Language

OBJECTIVE:

To provide practice in using reason adverbials, both to increase the
ability to use them in sentences and also to reinforce understanding of
cause relationships.

MA TER IA L:

Set of cards with reason adverbials on them (these are related to the
question why?), Some possibilities are: for fun, to get some candy,
because he is tired; because it is raining, because the bell rang, etc.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE:

Proceed as in the games "Say Where" and "Say When. "

Variation:

On the overhead, board, or on sheets of paper, list some simple
sentences in one column and some possible reason adverbials in a
second column. Have students match the sentences to the possible
adverbials. Here is a sample:

Old Mother Hubbard went
to the cupboard. because it is raining,

Joe can't play.

We have to stay inside.--

We went to bed...--

Mary is crying.

The kitten meowed.-'

,,because she fell down.

because it was late.

_because she was hungry.

to get her dog a bone.

because he is sick.
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SAY WHERE

OBJECTIVE:

To provide practice in using place adverbials, both to increase the
ability to use them in constructing sentences and also to reinforce the
concept that all things occur at some place.

MATERIAL:

SPA of cards with place adverbials printed on them. Some possibilities
are: hula, there, at home, in the street, in town, in Chicago, on the
playground, in the hall, at the ballgame, where the road ends, where
the stoplight is, etc.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE:

Proceed as in the game "Say When. "
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WOED CHAIN

Language

OBJECTIVE:

To provide practice in recognizing initial and final sounds in words
and learning how they are spelled.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE:

Draw a chain on the board with each link large enough to write a wore
in.

j21- t

Begin by putting a word in the first link. Then ask for a volunteer
to put a word in the second link that begins with the letter the first
word ends with. For example, if you put ten in the first link, the
next word should begin with n. Continue to call for volunteers until
the chain is filled or as long as children want to go on.

Variations:

1. Instead of asking for volunt eers, each person who puts a word in a
link will select another child who must put the next word in.

2. Put words on cards and pass them out. Ask one student to put his
word in the first link. Then a student who has a word on his card
that fits into the next link can volunteer, etc.

3. Pass out a set of word cards to each student or pair or group of stu-
dents and have them arrange them in chains.

4. Have individual students make their own word chains on paper. They
could do it on colored paper, cutting out links and glueing them to-
gether.
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WHERE DO WORDS COME FROM?

OBJECTIVE:

To create interest in where we get the words we use.

MATERIAL:

The poem "Names" in the poetry section. * Depending on the maturity
of your students, you can put it on the overhead or reproduce it for each
student.

Set of cards, each with a question about one of the strange words found
in the poem, and instructions to draw a picture of it. For example:

What is an eggplant ?
Draw a picture. of one.

In addition to the words in the poem, you might also use buttercup,
butterscotch, hopscotch, foxglove, dragonfly, etc.

Large sheets of paper with one of the words at the top and the names of
students who will work together in finding out what the word means. The
paper should have a lined space at the bottom on which to write the defi-
nition.

BACKGROUND:

Words enter the language in many ways. Many have entered so far back
that we don't know their origin. Some words are borrowed from other
languages. Some are coined outright. Some are formed by combining
or varying words we already have. The new words made in this way
don't necessarily have any relationship to the words from which they
were formed. This is true of the words in the poem "Names. " Pussy-
willows were probably so named because they look something like a smal:
cat, and the same would be true of catkins. Strawberries may have been
so named because of the strawlike runners that trail off from the plant
on the ground. Eggplant may have come from the shape of the fruit of
the plant which resembles the shape of an egg. In the Middle Ages there
was a superstition that butterflies stole milk and butter. This may be the
source of the name. Kingfishers do catch fish, and they have a crest
like a crown, and this may possibly be the origin of the name.

*We are indebted to Elizabeth Kurtz, teacher in Cottage Grove, Oregon,
for the suggest ion for this game.
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SUGGESTED PROCE DUKE:

1. Divide the class into groups of three students and hand out the cards,
one to a group. Studeril.s should talk about what the object names on
their card is and each should draw a picture of what he thinks it
looks like. These can be displayed.

2. The next day pass out the sheets of paper, one to each group. Go
to the library and have students, with your and the librarian's help,
look up the item named on their page of paper and write the definitiot
of it.

3. When you return to the class, read the poem and talk about how the
words might have come to be used. Extend the discussion as much
as possible. into a general discussion about where words come from
and a generalization that often we make words up by combining other
words.
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SAY WHEN

OBJECTIVE:

To provide practice in using time adverbials, both as an aid in sentence
construction and also as reinforcement for the concept of time and time
relationships.

MATERTAL:

Large set of cards with time adverbials on them. Some possibilities:
now, then, yesterday, last week, at four o'clock, Tuesday, in May, next
year, tonight, when I get home, etc.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE:

1. Divide the class into teams, pairs, groups, or let children work
individually. Hold up the cards, one by one. The first child that
can use the adverbial in a sentence, gets the card. The team, pair,
group, or individual child that has the most cards at the end, wins.

2. Put a time adverbial on the board, or hold up a card with it on. Have
students think of as many sentences as possible in a given time
period using the adverbial. The group with the most sentences wins.

3. Divide the class into teams or groups. Read a sentence, such as
"We will have lunch, " or "Joe watches TV, " or "The baby sleeps. "
The first child that can add something that tells when, wins a point
for his team or group.
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SHOPPING FOR WORDS

OBJECTIVE:

To reinforce the concept that words differ in where they occur in
sentences.

IVA TE ETA L:

A table in a corner and a large supply of word cards, color coded like
those in the "Build a Sentence" game.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE:

This activity could supplement the "Build a Sentence" game.

Set up a corner like a store or bank. Have the word cards sorted in
boxes with separate colors in separate boxes. You could set it up like
a booth with a big sign "Word Bank."

Let children come to the bank and select cards to build a sentence out of.
Children can take turns being the banker.


